There are almost as many opinions about the nature of Shakespeare's Troil"s and Cressida as there are critics; and each critic can fortify his argument by referring to the inability of the play's first editors to see eye to eye about it. In particular, if he wants to claim it as comedy, he can cite the preface of the Quarto of r609, for whoever wrote that praised the playas "passing full of the palme comicall"; and ifhe prefers to deal with it as tragedy, he can point to the first plan of the editors of the Folio of r623, who meant to place it after Romeo and Juliet. To add to the confusion, the Folio text seems to contain two endings to the play, for Troilus's last dismissal ofPandarus is there printed twice, in V.iii, and in V.x. Shakespeare clearly conceived at some time a bitter or "tragic" ending, cuhninating in Troilus's fine speech in V.x; after one false ending, omitted in the Quarto, But march away. Hector is dead; there is no more to say, Troilus utters his last threats, and closes by inviting all present to leave the srage, Strike a free march to Troy; with comfort go; Hope of revenge shall hide our inward woe, This is a characteristic final couplet, reminiscent of other endings, like that, for instance, of Julius Caesar:
argue that these endings are not opposed, but complementary, and together establish an "open" ending; and, further, that in order to understand the play and its ending, we should, in this special instance, use our external knowledge of the events it describes.
It will be useful to glance fIrst at the action of the play, in order to see in what way its development looks forward to the ending. The confusion of opinions among early editors, and the variations in the text do not give the critic licence to fIt the play into any category he chooses. Textual scholars agree that the comic ending represents Shakespeare's fInal thoughts; and if the play had enough sombre colouring to encourage the editors of the Folio to include it among the tragedies in 1623, so, too, had Cymbelil1e. The play itself bears out the inferences of the scholars, and while it does not altogether support the discovery in it of a "comprehensive comic purpose,'" it positively forbids a reading of the playas tragedy. ' The prologue promises a tale of war, but the fIrst line spoken by Troilus,
Can here my varlet, I'll unarm again,
displays him in the conventional posture of the courtly lover, prostrate, like Orsino in Twelfth N(~ht, and able only to bewail his fate. As Pandarus implies in his opening words, "Will this gear ne'er be mended?", Troilus has for some time been more concerned over the war in his heart than his country's strife, and more anxious to avoid being a "traitor" to Cressida, by thinking constantly of her, than troubled by his failure to serve Troy well. He claims to be "mad/ In Cressid's love," constantly fortifying himself in the pose of an impassioned lover. The extravagant rhetoric of his speeches is thrown into relief against the kitchen imagery of Pandarus, who knows he can make the cake for Troilus, and manipulate the whole affair; and Troilus's over-earnesrness, his yearning to turn the business into high romance, to make her bed India, and his adventure for her wild and dangerous, becomes comic against the facts of the situation as Pandarus reveals them. By the end of the scene he manages, after all, to put her from his mind, and goes off to the "sport abroad"
(I. II4), the game of fIghting.
IfTroilus becomes comic in his posing, the extravagance of his passion, Cressida is comic in her jesting; we laugh at him and with her. Ifhe is too serious, she is too light, too flippant in her attitude to the war, to the court, and to him. In I.ii, Pandarus contributes much to the tone, and to our impression of Cressida, who listens to his bawdy jests about Helen, and matches her wit against his. The procession of returning warriors becomes finely entertaining as Pandarus fails to recognize Troilus after praising him highly; so his attempt to sell Troilus to her is revealed to Cressida as, partly at any rate, a pose, and she turns on him with the words "Peace, for shame, peace!" (l.ii.222). At the end of the scene she shows that her flippancy, too, is partly a pose, in the couplets which mark her soliloquy as coming from the heart; for here, like Helena in All's Well that Ends Well (Lii.202-15), and Beatrice in Much Ado about Nothing (IILi.107-16), she confesses her love in rhyme, which marks her seriousness. It is, nevertheless, cool verse, too full of commonplaces and sententiae (three lines are marked by inverted commas in the Quarto) to be convincing. She may love, but her love is within her control; " Yet hold I off."
she cries, in contrast to Troilus's "I am mad/ In Cressid's love."
There are, of course, wider implications in these fust scenes; the war is "sport" to Aeneas as well as to Troilus, and the attitude ofPandarus to the rape of Helen hardly suggests that the Trojans take this seriously either. The flippancy of Cressida matches the bawdy of Pandarus, and establishes something of the atmosphere of Troy, where the image of adultery, of a woman lying with a man, is familiar, and sanctioned by the presence of Helen and Paris; perhaps Cressida's casual acceptance of the idea takes her half way to the deed itself. However, the predominant tone of these scenes is one of comedy, and this tone is maintained in the scenes that follow in the Greek camp.
Polonius, for all his prolixity, knows that to expostulate
What majesty should be, what duty is, Why day is day, night night. and time is time.
Were nothing but to waste night. day and time.
(Hamlet, 1I.ii. 86-9)
The Greeks, in their council scene, come close to doing this in their empty flatteries and resounding commonplaces, which culminate in Ulysses' lecture on what majesry should be. Their big words express general truths, but bear little relation to their deeds, to the petty trick that is to be practised on Achilles; and because their actions do not measure up to their words, the words remain empty. Their concern is with immediate policy, not with degree. The hollowness of their high talk is exposed by Aeneas, who interrupts the conference to bring a challenge from Hector, and asks to be told which of the princes is Agamemnon, how he is to know "those most imperial looks" from those of other mortals? How indeed? "I ask," he says, The godlike Agamemnon, and the great warriors Achilles and Ajax, dwindle further in the next scene, when Thersites displays his venom and his wit at their expense. The deliberations of the Trojans in council are more straightforward; II.ii is the first scene without humour, perhaps because the basis of discussion is ethical, and concerned with the motives and justice of the war, in contrast to the Greek discussion, which was political, and concerned with the conduct and order of the war. The Trojans are no better than the Greeks; for if the Greeks pursue policy in defiance of rule, the Trojans pursue honour in defiance of the laws of nature and of nations. However, the play's serious oppositions and concern with values are still subdued beneath the general comic tone, and only take control of the action, so to speak, after the end of Act III. The fme talk of honour by Troilus and Hector in council receives a crushing comment in the following scenes; to them Helen is "a theme of honour and renown," but when we see her in ULi, she is relaxed in the sensual atmosphere of a high-class brothel, an atmosphere cloying in the heady sweetness of "Love, love, nothing but love, still love, still more," to cite the opening line of Pandarus's song. The conversation is at once ceremonious and bawdy, overlaying with its
repeate a ~ectlves, sweet, oney-sweet, aIr, teat 00, at thoughts, and hot deeds of a luxurious palace. Helen hardly inspires Paris to deeds of honour; he is like Troilus at the play's opening, "I would fain have arm'd to-aay, but my Nell would not have it so." Not that she is simply a "whore," as Thersites calls her, for she is shown as sharing a security of affection with Paris that enables them mutually to tease Pandarus into comically parodying himself.
The predominantly comic tone is maintained in the process by which Ajax is persuaded into such a good opinion of himself that he thinks he is taking over the wisdom of Nestor, and asks, in all simplicity, "Shall I call you father?" It is apparent, too, in the meeting ofTroilus and Cressida. Troilus, absorbed in an "imaginary relish" of sexual enjoyment, acts out his romantic extravaganza to the last moment, crying to Pandarus as he stands outside her door, at most a few yards away from her, His knowledge that he is by her door gives way to extravagant and absurd fantasy, with an undertone of irony in its image of himself as a dead soul, and ofPandarus as the grim and morose Charon; but Pandarus pulls him, and us, back to the matter in hand with his short reply, "Walk here i' th' orchard, I'll bring her straight." He has no need of wings, as he pushes them into each other's arms. For Troilus, the sweetness oflove lies in the imagined consummation, "the will is infinite, the act a slave to limit";
for her, it lies in the holding of[ He shows a rapture beyond the occasion, while she displays "more craft than love," and they swear their absurd bargain of truth in front of the gloating Pandarus, whose scene this is, as we see him carry out "the making of the cake, the heating of the oven, and the baking" that he had spoken of in l.i. It is his triumph to bring them to a bed where Troilus may "wallow" comfortably, and talk of truth and virtue without seeing that he is a lecher, and Pandarus a bawd. After this the tone changes, as Cressida is delivered to the Greeks, Ajax and Hector fight, and Diomedes easily wins over Cressida; humour almost disappears; those who had been playing roles, like Troilus, suddenly discover the gap between fantasy and reality, and the war, which had been a sport to the Trojans and a political game to the Greeks, becomes earnest indeed. Troilus cries pathetically to Cressida as he parts from her, "be thou true of heart," but truth has had little to do with their compact; if she is now a "daughter of the game," in the phrase of Ulysses, Troilus brought her to it. It is bitter, nevertheless, for him to see clearly now what she is like, as he watches her talking with Diomedes, and he would still delude himself that "Cressid is mine, tied with the bonds of heaven," when the only bond heaven recognizes is that of married love.
Troilus is watched here by Ulysses, and all are spied on by Thersites, as Cressida teases her new lover in the accents of Helen in the Trojan court, calling Diomedes "Sweet honey Greek." The best and the worst in Trojan and Greek are juxtaposed in this scene. Troilus, who, for all his loyalty and truth, has no sense of moral perspective, and Ulysses, who, for all his insight and common sense, is petty-minded, stand between Cressida and Thersites; Cressida plays with Diomedes the free game of love or lust that Helen with Paris, Polyxena with Achilles, and she with Troilus, have taken· for granted, and Thersites strips away glamour, honour, and truth in his bitter railing, to leave nothing but "Lechery, lechery! still wars and lechery!"
The war, like love, does indeed turn sour at the end, though never reduced to the level of animality suggested by Thersites. To Hector, as to Troilus, war is noble and honourable inasmuch as it may bring fame, and offers the opportunity for magnanimous deeds; to Achilles and the Greeks, apart from Nestor and Ulysses, war is a matter for despatch through intrigue and craft. Hector is right in obvious ways, but wrong in putting personal honour before moral law; Achilles is wrong in obvious ways, as he is petty, selfish, and cruel, but he is right, too, in his vision of war as a nasty and brutish business. Hector goes into battle at the end because he is "i'th' vein of chivalry," and refuses to listen to Cassandra's pleas, although he had expected Troilus to take note of her "high strains of divination" in the council scene earlier. He shows his nobility in refusing to fight with Thersites, since he is not "of blood and honour," and in allowing Achilles to breathe; yet we see him also chase a Greek in sumptuous armour as if helwere a beast, ctying "I'll hunt thee for thy hide." The contraries in him are displayed here; he can spare his man being down, and yet hunt another for his gold armour. He is at last butchered when unarmed, but there is some justice in his death; it is the supreme irony of the play that the Trojans, who possess more romantic, more evidently attractive qualities than the Greeks, should be the ones to refuse an offer to end the war, and should prolong it for a dubious notion of personal "honour." As Hector is chiefly responsible for this, so he suffers for it.
Hector's values are false to the situation, as Thersites describes it and Achilles acts upon it; the values of Thersites and Achilles are false to human nature as we hope we may finally describe it. So the play moves to its double ending; first comes Troiluss passionate outburst of rage and grief, which is appealing because it is grounded in his love and loyalty, although it issues in a cry for revenge, and secondly, Pandaruss doubleedged jesting with the audience as all bawds together, which is appealing because it is rooted in the comic element in the play. Troilus s honour and Pandarus s practicality suggest two poles of human nature, which are here indissolubly tied, for Troilus employed Pandarus in what he thought of as a virtuous and enduring affair of love. These two parts of the ending also link with the two scales of time operative in the play, time as projected by the idealizing Troilus, and time as acted out in daily business; so Troilus dismisses Pandarus with the impassioned wish that ignominy may "live aye" with his name, while Pandarus dismisses the audience with a promise to return in two months:
Till then I'll sweat and seek about for eases, And at that time bequeath you my diseases.
As love and war are discussed, contemplated in the abstract, or ritualized in the approach ofTroilus to Cressida, and the duel of Hector and Ajax, the envisaged truth of the one, and the promised gloty of the other, are related to a scale of time projected by the characters; they think of the events in which they are engaged as celebrated in the future, when lovers may "approve their truth by Troilus," and warriors may look back on the Trojan heroes as canonized by "fame in time to come." As love and war are worked out in earnest, the characters are seen to be involved in lust, in politic scheming, and in the brute necessities of the battlefield; and they provoke the commentary ofThersites, who sees what they are doing as a temporary lapse into "wars and lechery. Nothing else holds fashion." So, when the rich comedy of the first three acts gives way to the unpleasantness of lust in action and the fury of war, it is not that there is any failure of continuity in the action, only that we see differently as the game oflove and the sport of war have to be played in earnest. Something of that comic tone persists; the play unfolds in time, and the weight of the first three acts bears on the ending, and makes the acted effect ofThersites's sardonic remarks more comic than it may seem in the reading. The final effect of the play is not simply comic or tragic; and it is not to be explained as satire, or understood as a debate ending in disillusionment and futility.' The open ending, with its two complementary yet opposed attitudes represented by Troilus and Pandarus, is a unique kind of conclusion among Shakespeare's plays, in that very little is concluded; the play begins in the middle of things, and it ends a little further on, but still in the middle of things. Hector is dead, and Cressida proved false, but the war goes on. ' Nevertheless, Troilus and Cressida ends fitly. An action has been completed, and the double ending seems proper. I think we can perhaps understand this better by considering further aspects of the play's concern with time, and its place in time. Its emphasis on time is another characteristic of the play that makes it unique among Shakespeare's dramas, but it has been chiefly studied in the famous speech of Ulysses to Achilles. There has been much discussion of time as the destructive element, "envious and calumniating Time," on the inconstancy of time in relation to Fortune, and, more subtly, on time as the unknown factor that interposes "between aim and achievement, between the ideal and its realization," mocking the transience of human achievement, although the impulse to achieve endures. 5 Because Ulysses himself stresses what is true to man's common observation of his society, the continual change of habit and fashion, the readiness to give to dust that is a little gilt More laud than gilt o 'er-dusted.
(III.iii. I78-9) he seems to be summing up a truth about human nature, so that it is possible to regard his comments on time, like his account of degree, as a general statement sanctioned by Shakespeare. In fact he offers a shoddy and partial truth, deliberately confusing several kinds of value in his attempt to prod Achilles into action. He talks of "good deeds," of "honour" as a large. general concept ("Perseverance, dear my lord, /Keeps honour bright"), when he is really advising Achilles to keep his name before the public; he lists virtue, love, friendship, and charity as subject to time, as if these are in the same category as fashion, reputation, In this ruthless competition, good deeds are "devour'd/ As fast as they are made," virtue looks for remuneration, and love is soon forgotten. However, the play offers another vision of time, and an equally valid one. It is that looked forward to by Troilus and Cressida when they swear their truth to one another, their eternal love, looking to that memory which remains Here is implied an idea of time as sifting deeds and values, and registering finally what is true and worthwhile. In this perspective, the truth of Troilus is rescued from his faults, and the greatness of Hector's magnanimity outweighs his rejection of the moral law; Achilles survives for his strength and soldiership, Ulysses for his wisdom, Helen for her beauty, and Cressida's curse on herself has been fuIf,lled-her falsehood has become proverbial. Shakespeare knew, when he made his lovers prophesy about their future reputations, that his audience would have iulIerited ideas about these and other characters in the play. This perspective of time has a special importance here because this is the only play Shakespeare wrote on the theme of one of the great Western epic myths. Many among Shakespeare's audience knew the "story" of the various history plays, but these plays show the whole story, and, as far as the principal figures are concerned, depart very little from the representation of them by Tudor historians, so that no clash of perspectives is brought into play. Perhaps the Roman plays, Julius Caesar aud AntollY and Cleopatra approach more nearly the peculiar nature of Troilus and Cressida; but in them, again, the story is completed, in that the full history of the civil war, and of Antony's destruction, is shown. There is some clash between Shakespeare's portraits of Antony, Cleopatra, and Octavius, and their depiction by contemporary historians, but Troilus and Cressida is unique in enacting only a small part of a story that was very well known, and in its frequent appeal to the legend as established by time in the consciousness of the audience. The action is incomplete in the sense that, as a literate audience would know, the war went on, and that, before it ended, in the fall of Troy, most of the play's characters, including Troilus, Paris, and Achilles, were dead; and I think it is impossible for an audience not to relate what the play shows to the rest of the story as they know it.
The story of Troy had a meaning for the age of Shakespeare that it has now lost, and perhaps its outlines were more generally familiar then than they are now. In the same year that saw the publication of the Quarto of Troilus and Cressida, there appeared Thomas Heywood's Troia Britannica, which narrates the progress of the Trojan war, and ends by tracing the ancestry of James I back to Brutus, a grandson of Aeneas who gave his name to Britain, and founded Trinovantum, New Troy, later known as London, or Lud's Town. The legend was popular; it was related pithily in George Warner's Albion's England (1584), Spenser made his Prince Arthur read an account of his Trojan ancestry in the chronicles called "Briton Monuments" that he finds in the Castle of Alma (Faerie Queene, ILx), and Michael Drayton gave a full account of it in his Polyolbion (I6I2); the verses describing "My Britain-founding Brute" in Song I of this long poem are accompanied by an elaborate defence in prose of the story. These poets were all celebrating the famous origins of Britain, and the ancestry of Queen Elizabeth, as these were described in the common histories and chronicles of the age, including those of Raphael Holinshed and John Stow. 6 The Queen even quartered the arms of a mythical Trojan in one version of her official coat of arms,7 so acknowledging the antiquity of her line.
The Brutus legend flourished in popular literature, and afforded material for plays at the public theatres,8 so it may have some relevance to what Shakespeare did in Troilus and Cressida. The two famous survivors of the war of Troy, Ulysses and Aeneas, are neutral figures in the play, not directly involved in the main action;' there is no sign that Shakespeare was concerned with the link between Troy and Britain, or that he had more sympathy for the Trojans than the Greeks, unless he showed it in making the Trojans the repository of romantic and heroic attitudes. At the same time, I think that the complex of national sentiment about Troy, and the common knowledge of the outcome of the war, affected the way Shakespeare wrote of it. He could assume this sentiment and knowledge in his audience, and could expect them to complete what remains incomplete in his play. This extra knowledge no doubt affected reaction to the play at first, and our extra knowledge affects our critical attitude to the play.
If we are addicted to the glamour of the heroic legend, we may find Trail"s and Cressida harsh and unpleasant; if we retain a traditional sympathy for the Trojans, we may emphasize their honour and generosity as against the practicality of the Greeks; if we see the conflict as a representative one, we may read the playas a philosophical debate; in any case, we interpret the play in some measure by what we know of the characters and events outside the play. The open ending, the play's incompleteness, has helped to foster a variety of opinion about it, but this incompleteness is not merely a bctor in the play's rich complexity; it also, properly understood, affords a guide to a balanced assessment of it.
Both Trojans and Greeks are displayed in their virtues and faults; all are imperfect, and are confmed, whatever their pretensions, within that day-to-day "emulation" in living which Ulysses describes to Achilles. The Trojans, or rather Troilus and Hector, occasionally think of a larger dimension of time, and so do some of the Greeks, as Ulysses, in his speech on degree, attacks precisely that "emulation," that "envious fever" (Liii.I33) , which later he regards as a norm; and Nestor, that Nestor is here almost the figure of Time himself. looking back through generations to discover none as great and worthy as Hector, fmding fit comparisons for him only with the god Jupiter, or with one of the sons of Zeus, Perseus, and looking forward to his future reputation, seeing him labour "for destiny." This is the view that time outside the play confirms. Hector himself cannot see this, nor does any of the characters know how time will judge him, but we do; we have an advantage Shakespeare relied on us to use, and stand in the place of "that old common arbitrator, Time," to whom Hector refers the future. We can see that the Trojans and the Greeks fail to bring the two perspectives of time within the play, the two scales of values, the ideal and the practical, the absolute and the daily necessity, into a satisfactory relationship; but we also measure their failure against their permanent standing in a great historical myth. In other words, the play presents its characters and events realistically in the sense that they are reduced to the common human level; weakness, folly, mental blindness betray the good intentions and ideals of all. Shakespeare is not being cynical," but merely showing the muddle in which most people move, approving the good, but too often following the bad; and ifhe reduces the accepted stature of the heroes of Greece and Troy by making them succumb to an idea of time as "envious and calumniating," he does it securely in the knowledge that we will have in mind the legend that has descended from Homer, via Virgil, with medieval accretions that added the story of Troilus and Cressida, and the fiction of the Brutus who founded London, and has survived all additions and modifications to maintain still the ready image of Hector and Achilles as types of great warriors, Helen as a type of beauty. This vision modifies our attitude to the play, so that we see constantly beyond the "extant moment," and know, as Achilles does not, "What's past and what's to come." The stress on time in the play is designed to enforce this double awareness, and to remind us that the heroism, magnanimity, wisdom, truth, love, and charity displayed only fitfully by the characters yet remain to grace them through all time, as far as we can imagine it. The play does not damage the larger myth; it is the myth that modifies the play, which does not belong within the accepted categories of tragedy or comedy. It might be called, perhaps, an heroic farce," in which the comedy and satire finally reinforce those noble values envisaged in the action.
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